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CHA.Pl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Many colleges and universities are making plans for expansion of fa-
cilities in their student health centers. In line vlith contemporary think-
ing in the area of Mental Health, the plans include provision for increased 
facilities for students with emotional problems. 
A multidisciplinary approach is being suggested as the most effec-
tive way of providing an environment conducive to mental health as well as 
l 
an agency for remedial care of problems already in existence. 
The clinic team, most often cited, consists of psychiatrist, clinical 
psychologist and psychiatric social 1vorker, as in the Cornell University -
Health Service. 2 
In order to function effectively within the university or college com-
munity, it is necessary for close cooperation to exist betw·een this aspect 
of the Health service and the academic section of the institution. Farns-
3 1vorth has said, 
" The basic goal of the College Mental Health ser-
vice is to organize the kn.ov1ledge of human beings as 
formulated by the psychological sciences, generally, 
and from therapeutic experience with students, speci-
fically, so as to make it useful to the teacher. 
~arling, C. D., "The Multidisciplinary Approach to the Solution of student 
Mental Health Problems", Mental Hygiene, 41:170, April, 1957. 
2Ibid.' p. 171. 
;.arnsworth, Dana P., "Hhat is Mental Health in a University?" Mental 
HYgiene, 38:46, December, 1954. 
2 
The feeling that the Mental Health Program should be an integral part 
of the Student Health Service, is widespread. In the report of the Commit-
. 4 
tee on Academic Education of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry , 
the committee states the opinion that counseling services, apart from that 
done by the dean's office on academic matters, should be ancillary to the 
psychiatric health service. Hinckley and Fenlason5state: 
Location of the Mental Health Clinic as an inte-
gral part of the Students' Health Service affords 
certain medical information, thus simplifying in-
tervie>·ring by helping the psychiatrist to know as 
accurately as possible the relation between the 
mental and physical condition of his patient. Such 
location further aids the representatives of the 
group or population by minimizing the stigma at-
tached sometimes to illness not purely physical. 
Coincidental with the grovTing interest in the Mental Health aspect of 
the Col lege Health Program, is an increasing awareness in the nursing pro-
fession of the expanding role of the nurse, and in particular of the psychi-
atric nurse. Many areas, in which nurses are functioning in the traditional 
role of technical assistant to the physician, are being reexamined with a 
vievT toward redefining professional roles in line 'Hith the increasing pro-
fessional competence of nurses. 
I t seems to the >>Triter that this area of Mental Health in the College 
Health Service is one in which a psychiatrically oriented nurse, with ad-
vanced preparation in the behavioral sciences and counseling, might well 
1~committee on Academic Education of the Group for the Advancement of Psy-
chiatry," The Role of Psychiatrists in Colleges and Universities,~~ 
Report No. 17 September, 1950, p . 4. 
5Hinckley, R. and Fenlason, A., "Mental Heal th Interviewing: A Therapeutic 
Approach," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 12:309, April, 1942. 
3 
function effectively. In fact, one university health service has estab-
lished such a position, that of Medical Counselor under the joint sponsor-
ship of the Dean of Students' office and the Clinic. This position was 
filled by a nurse vrith "unusual training". 6 It is vrith this role of the 
nurse t hat this study is concerned. 
Moore, N. s., and Darling, c. D., Student Health and the Changing Order, 
p. 18. 
4 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The presence of students vrith emotional problems in colleges and 
universities is an accepted fact substantiated by reports of research 
studies in this area, and by articles and books written by college psychi-
atrists and medical directors. 
How does the college provide services for these students? Is this 
service an integral part of the Health Service? Does the health depart-
ment nurse function as a member of the therapeutic team in this setting? 
If so, does she need special preparation in order to function more effec-
tively? 
This study is designed to: 
l . Demonstrate the incidence of students seeking help with emotional 
problems in a college setting. 
2 . Discover i·Thether or not these students seek he.lp through the 
college health department. 
3. Determine the role of the nurse in a specific college health de-
partment, by observation of nursing activities performed. 
4. Ascertain the expectation of medical health directors regarding 
the roles of the nurse in their departments. 
5. Ascertain the definition of her role from the nurse in the spe-
cific college health department. 
6. To ascertain the opinion of some students regarding the role of 
the nurse in a college health department observed in the supplementary part 
of the study. 
5 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Grmdng concern 1-Tith regard to the role of the psychiatric nurse, 
as a member of the therapeutic team, and the necessary preparation for 
her to function effectively, leads to the investigation of the area of 
college health services, with particular reference to their mental health 
aspect. A scarcity of material on the role of the nurse in this area, at 
a time when more emphasis is being placed on this service in colleges 
and universities , suggests the need for study of this problem. 
Nurses are employed in all college health departments7 and see vir-
tually all of the students applying for help through the health depart-
ment. Prevalence of psychomatic manifestations in connection with emo-
8 
tional problems is i·rell established , as \-Tell as the tendency for indi-
viduals seeking this type of help to use the more acceptable excuse of 
ill health on a physical basis. 
It seems reasonable ·to assume that since: 
1 . the nurse is the key person with whom the initial contact is 
made, and, 
2 . the students with emotional problems do apply for help, 
either overtly or covertly in this department, the~, 
3. the nurse does function in a mental health counselor role 
and as such, needs to have special preparation, i. e., a 
need to be psychiatrically oriented, in recognizing physi-
cal manifestations of psychological problems, and needs 
skills in intervie1,;ing and interpersonal relations. 
This study is intended to indicate an interest in definition of the 
nurse's role and the functions and qualifications of the nurse, in line 
7 
Swanson, Marie, School Nursing in the Community Program. p . 478. 
8111orris, Harold H. Jr., "Mental Hygiene and the Psychiatrist's Role in a 
University", Mental Hygiene , 38:368, December, _1954. 
- -
• 
6 
vrith professional responsibility to extend the body of knovledge. Helen 
9 Nahm has stated the responsibility of a professional group toward society; 
and nursing, if it is to be considered a profession, must, she says, ac-
cept: 
.•• the responsibility of any true profession, to 
vork for the i·Telfare of humanity, to develop the 
body of knouledge by ivhich a special field is 
defined, to connnunicate knovledge of this field 
to others and to do research which iVill add to 
the body of knowledge and will constantly improve 
the practice. 
The suggested extension of the role of the nurse vrithin the limi-
tations of professional competence, in place of acceptance of a limited 
r ole designated by college administrators and college physicians, is of -
fered as justification f or this study. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Scope. 
This study was confined to limited observation of a college health 
department in a medium-sized women's college in a large New England city; 
and to informal, as ·vrell as scheduled, intervie>·rs with personnel in this 
health department and those of three large coeducational universities. 
Observations in the health department total eighty, and the inter -
viei·rs, seven, informal and six, scheduled. 
Limitations . 
It was felt by the Medical Director of the college health depart-
9 
Nabm, Helen, "Research in Psychiatric Nursing" , Nursing OUtlook, 5:91, 
February 1957. 
7 
ment studied, as -vrell as by the writer of this study, that the particular 
college selected vras atypical in some respects. 
Even before observations were made on the incidence of students 
seeking help for emotional problems, the director indicated her belief 
that t he incidence "'I·Tas less than average. The practical nature of the 
courses, resulting in a more planned future for the students, was offered 
as a possible reason for this smaller percentage of students with emotion-
al dif ficulty. It has been suggested that the focus on the "womanly11 
career s, eliminates many conflicts found among young women in colleges 
dedicated more to the careers in competition with men. These beliefs 
·Here borne out in the figures obtained, "\vhich indicated less than four 
per cent of the students in this college seek help, as compared with a 
10 11 
national average of ten per cent. 
A second atypical feature is seen in the amount of help given in 
the l ess deep-seated emotional problems, by the college physician, who is 
readily available for consultation in cases that need only superficial 
help. Her r elationship uith the students is seen to be friendly, in-
formal and understanding. This attitude carries over to t he other per-
sonnel, nurse and secretary. It is felt that in other health centers, staf-
fed with personnel of a more formal orientation, in a physical setting 
i-Thich i·ridely separated the consulting room from the reception desk, the 
physician ·Hould not be either inclined nor able to take care of as large 
lC1tialleson, Nicholas '1The Disturbed Student" Lancet, p. 824, April 17, 
1954. 
11 
Raphael, T., Povrer, s., Beveridge, vl . L., "The Question of Suicide as a 
Problem in College Mental Hygiene", American Journal of Orthopsychiatry. 
7:1, January, 1937. 
8 
a m.unber of students -vri th mild emotional problems. 
The college nurse, in this case, plays a large part in making the 
physicians services available to students seeking help. Her quick ap-
praisa l of the situation as the student enters the office and her abili-
ty to arrange for the student to see the physician as soon as possible, 
makes for comfortable handling of 1-1hat could be a difficult situation. 
The frequency >·ri th which the department, in the person of the nurse, 
contacts the students to maintain good preventive care, and the oppor-
tunity this gives for observation of emotional well-being appears to be 
a factor not necessarily typical of all college health centers. 
Observations in three large coeducational institutions with a 
larger staff of physicians, bear out the feeling that the center studied 
.J 
may be atypical. 
The fact that this study is a pilot study is a further limitation, 
intended only to open up an area for extension of professional gro1vth, 
and to suggest some criteria for professional preparation. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
"College Health Department" - a college department under the direc-
tion of a medical director, employed by the college administration for 
t he purpose of caring for the health of college students i n preventive as 
well as curative medicine, operating as a clinic with a supplementary 
r esident Infirmary, the latter not included in the use of the term "Col-
lege Health Department" , in this study. 
"Health Department Nurse" - A registered nurse employed to func-
tion as clinic nurse in the health department, in charge of the nursing 
9 
aspect of' the clinic and responsible for providing preventive care as >·Tell 
as the care of' illness a1~ emergencies. 
"Medical Health Director" - A physician in charge of the health 
department, in some colleges on a full time basis; in line >-lith a grov1ing 
tendency, in others on a part time basis. In either case the health de-
partment nurse is i·rorking under the direction of' the physician. 
"Emotional Problems" - Problems arising in connection with the basic 
drives motivating human behavior in conf'lect with the demands of the en-
vironment, for example, problems in relation to such aspects of person-
ality development as, dependence-independence; love and hostility; sexu-
ality; needs for security, adequacy and prestige; development of stan-
12 
dards and value systems. 
"Help" (-vrith regard to emotional problems) - counseling, medical care , 
consulting with a psychiatrist, psychotherapy. 
"Psychiatrically oriented nurses" - Nurses ·Hith basic preparation 
in psychiatric nursing and sufficient advance preparation enriched ·Hith 
sufficient study in the behavioral sciences to function adequately in the 
s i tuation descr ibed in the stu~y. 
"Homanly careers 11 - Rome Economics, Library Science, Nursing, 
Business, Social ~<Tork. 
"Practical Arts" - In the "I·Tords of the founder of the college used 
in this study- " •.• instruction in art, science and industry, best cal-
12committee on the College student of the Group for the Advancement of 
Psychiatry, "Consideration on Personality Development i n College 
Students". Report No. 32, p. 2, May 1955. 
10 
13 
culated to enable the scholars to acquire an independent livihood". 
"Technical Expert" - Carries out procedures, gives medication and 
treatment, reports and records symptoms, exercises judgment within the 
limits of professional competence. 
"Technical Assistant" - Assists physician, with treatments, inocu-
lations, examinations, carries. out specific duties Wld.er his direction. 
"Health Educator" - Interprets health concepts directed toward stu-
dent responsibility for mm health, by formal or informal teaching. 
"Coordinatoru - Arranges appointments -vrith physician, for consulta-
tion, X-ray Examination and Laboratory vrork. Assumes responsibility for 
immunization schedule. 
"Mental Health Counselor" - Identifies emotional problems , provides 
initial opportunity for student to seek help, makes referrals to college 
physician and psychiatrist, serves as liason between health department 
and Dean's office and Resident staff. 
"Secretary" - Fills out :r;ecords , health forms, vrrites reports, files 
office material, orders supplies. 
PREVIKrl OF METHODOLOGY 
A total of thirteen hours 1-ras spent in observation in the College 
Health Department, recording the visits made by students and the consequent 
role of the nurse in each case. 
Further eight hours was spent in interviewing personnel in the 
13 
-----College Catalog. 
11 
health department as -vrell as the administration office, to ascertain 
presence of emotional pro"olems; disposition of these problems, and ex-
pectat ion of health department nurse's role. 
Supplementary interviewing of directors of the health departments 
at three large college and un~versity health centers in the Metropolitan 
area, totalling six hours; and informal intervielvs with students in a 
large university; completed collection of data. These interviews in the 
larger institutions 1·rere undertaken in order to gain a broader perspec-
tive and supplement observations of a small \vomen' s college, with data 
from large coeducational institutions . 
Entire time spent in collection of data totalled twenty-seven hours. 
SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATION 
Chapter II will deal 1dth a fairly extensive review of the literature 
relevant to the study, the bases of the hypotheses and a statement of 
the hypotheses. Chapter III will present the setting of the study, the 
description of the tools used and the procurement of data. Chapter IV 
is a presentation of the findings gained from observations, intervievTS 
and supplementary spot observation and informal interview·. Chapter V 
1vill summarize the findings and present conclusions and suggestions for 
further study. The appendix contains the check list used in observation 
of nua~se's functions and the questionnaire guide for interviews. 
12 
CHA.PI'ER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEHORK OF THE STUDY 
A review of the literature on services for the health of college 
students shovTS an increasing a1vareness of the need for health services, 
and especially for services that care for the total needs of students, 
emotional as i.Jell as physical. In fact , the first statement on student 
14 
health by Dr. Edward Hitchcock at Amherst - nearly a cen~ury ago indicates 
this trend: 
There are rules for the perfect culture of 
mind and body. It is impossible to sepa-
rate the t;w. For a perfect system of hy-
giene we must combine the knowledge of the 
physician, the school master, and the 
priest and must train the body, the intel-
lect and the moral soul in a balanced and 
perfect order . 
In 1861, vlhen Dr. Hitchcock ·Has engaged by Amherst College to as-
sume responsibility for students' health, the primary consideration vras 
implementation of the athletic and gymnasium program - a concept still 
held in some university administrative departments at present. 
Mount Holyoke and Vassar follm-red the lead of Amherst in 1862 and 
1865, adding the responsibility of health teaching to the college phy-
sician' s duties. A report of physical education in colleges made by Dr. 
l 
Moore , N. S., and Darling, C. D., op. cit., p. 5, (citing "History and 
Development of Student Health Programs in Colleges and Universities" , 
Proceedings of the American Student Health Association, 24:38, by J. 
E. Raycraft, 1940.) 
13 
15 E. M. Hartwell in 1886 lists health services vrith medical directors at 
Amherst, Harvard, Yale, .Johns Hopkins, Haverford, Vassar, Hellesley and 
Mount Holyoke. 
In the area of Mental I{ygiene, almost all the literature on the 
subject has been published since 1920. The report on Academic Education 
16 
of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, published in 1950 1 lists 
a bibliography of ninety-three items, of which eighty-six 'i-rere published 
bet1·reen 1921 and 1940. The first course in mental hygiene, vrith es-
tablisbment of a counseling service is recorded at \·Jashbury College, 
17 
Topeka, Kansas, under the direction of Dr. Karl Menninger. In 1950, 
550 psychiatrists were doing some consulting for colleges, although very 
fei·T were devoting full time to university health services. 
The viTiter of this study is concerned with three general areas in 
the l iterature concerning college health services: the literature dem-
onstrating the prevalence of emotional problems in the college population; 
that which cites opinions and research material on the coordination of the 
health services, particularly the mental health aspect, vrith the total 
college organization; and literature regarding the role of the nurse in 
the college health department. 
The need for mental health services on the campus is :readily demon-
strated in the literature. Reports such as those of the Group for the 
Advancement of Psychiatry heretofore mentioned indicate such a need. 
15 Rogers, J. F., Student Health Services in Institutions of Higher Edu-
cation. p. 5. 
16
committee on Academic Education of the Group for the Advancement of Psy-
chiatry, op. cit., p. 7. 
17Ibid, p. l. 
14 
Reports shovr that >·rhere existing services are available approximately 
ten per cent of the college population requests help during the college 
18 
year. Raphael and others reported eight and nine-tenths per cent of 
the enrollment at the University of Michigan seeking help, in 1937. Of 
this number, ten per cent -vrere suicidal possibilities. 
19 
At the University of London, Malleson, in 1954, reports that ten 
per cent sought help and that five per cent of these cases were of a seri-
ous nature, i.e. >·rith psychosis, schizophrenia. This authority explains 
the incidence of emotional problems in the college population as a result 
of the very nature of college life as a "period of psychological childhood 
20 
on the physiological adult 11 • He cites the factors involved in being an 
undergraduate as, celibacy, dependence and intensive learning, character-
ized by in-taking rather than out-putting. He continues: 
It is this discordance, inevitable in a modern 
society, lvhich I suggest is the implicit diffi-
culty of the student. Many can cope vTith it 
and come through their university career with 
happiness and vigour. Many, even sturdy peo-
ple, patently cannot. 21 
18 
Raphael, T., and others. "The Question of Suicide as a Problem in 
College Mental Hygiene", American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 7:1 
January, 1937. 
19 Halleson, N., op. cit. p. 824. 
20 
Ibid. p. 825 
21 
Idem. 
15 
An attempt to find students with emotional problems at the London 
School of Economics, resulted in 402 requests for help, in an enroll-
ment of 171~3. Of these requests, 131 ~ecessitated the services of the 
22 
psychiatrist. 
A study of college freshmen was undertaken recently for the Com-
mittee on School and College Relations of the Educational Records Bureau, 
by Agatha Tovmsend. 23 Responses to 470 questionnaires, ·Here received from 
students in tvrenty-seven colleges. Of these 1 twenty per cent reported 
their first year of college, an unsatisfactory experience. 
At Michigan state University 1-rhere the rate of attrition is com-
parable with the general average of forty per cent of the freshman class, 
it is reported that 200 students sought help annually in the dean's office 
for problems of college life. 24 Problems fall into three major areas in 
this report, 
Those related to the transition from high 
school to college and to the ne1-r experience in 
group living. 
Those related to adjustment to the college 
history and tradition. 
Those related to the personal adjustment 
to independence. 
Thirty-nine per cent of their udrop-outs" leave because of poor marks; 
hovrever, a third of these have average or above average ability, indi-
eating problems of a kind not directly academic. Others reported reasons 
22 
Read, J. c., "Mental Health of Undergraduates in England", Lancet, 
p. 822, April, 195i~. 
23 
Tovmsend, Agatha, College Freshmen Speak Out, p. 8 . 
24 • lv1i tchell, Fred T., "Hhy Freshmen Leave College", Journal of Higher 
Education, 13:95,1942. 
16 
for leaving as follows "not interested" -five per cent; "discouraged" , 
three per cent; "needed at home", four per cent; "no reason", seven per 
cent. This total of t vrenty-nine per cent, might be presumed to indicate 
problems requiring some degree of mental health counseling. 
A study of college student retentions and "Yrithdrmlals, by Robert E. 
25 
Iffert , extends over a four year period from 1959 to 1956. He finds 
that of the one-half million freshmen, starting college in the fall of 
1950, only thirty-eight and six-tenths per cent graduated. The loss to 
society in \·Taste of money, time and effort, is considerable. Students 
-.;'iith emational problems who do not drop out carry their maladjustment 
to family, professional and community life. 
Some opinions have been offered in an attempt to explain what some 
author ities believe to be the more than average number of cases of emo-
tional maladjustment in college. Morris27suggests the nature of the col-
lege population characterized as it is by: 
25 
26 
l. Highly selected emphasis on intellect 
2 . Concern 1dth diffuse general problems, not 
narrow·ly personal ones 
3. Inability to find much solace in emotional 
panaceas 
Iffert, Robert E., 11A Study of College Student Retentions and With-
drawals " , College and University, 31:435, Summer, 1956. 
committee on Academic Education of the Group for the Advancement of 
Psychiatry, op. cit., p. 2 . 
27Morris, Harold H. J:i:., op. cit. p. 368 . 
17 
4. Subjection in the college experience to: 
a. Impersonality of college community 
b. Sudden complete change in personal 
environment 
c. Narrow college horizon -vrith insistence 
on conformity 
d. Stress on intellectual problems- with 
need for substitutes for emotional outlets 
5. Sudden freedom from parental authority, follm,ring 
sheltered early life. 
So important is this last point of freedom from parental authority, that 
28 
Eugenie Leonard made a study of mother-daughter relationships and their 
influence on problems of freshman college girls. 
There is need for further research in the prevalence of emotional 
disorder in the college community in order to arrive at the true figures 
and apply the principles of epidemiology aDd preventive psychiatry to 
the total group. studies on urban and rural communities report the in-
cidence of emotional disor der in much larger figures than do college 
health reports. A study in Ne>v York City of 200,000 persons , reported 
29 
in Dr . Darling's article in Hental Hygiene for April 1957, found only 
30 fifteen per cent without symptoms, as ·~-ras the case in Dorothea Leighton's 
study of a rural community. 
28 
Leonard, Eugenie Andruss, Problems of Freshman College Girls, p. 4. 
29 Darling, c. D., op. cit. p. 171. 
"0 
.) Darling, c. D., op. cit. p. 171 (citing Dorothea c. Leighton, "The 
Distribution of Psychiatric Symptoms · in a Small Tmm." American 
Journal of Psychiatry, 112:716- March, 1956.) 
18 
There seems to be adequate evidence that emotional problems do exist 
idthin the college community. 
Hhile the importance of coordination of the mental health program and 
the other university departments has been stated almost from the begin-
ning of this service, such coordination is not, in fact, characteristic 
of all colleges and universities. Cornell University is a notable exmuple 
of such functioning and has been working consistently to improve smooth 
operation throughout the university. The multidisciplinary pattern in use 
there, includes two main objectives. One is the care and treatment of 
problems vrhich come to the health service and the second, application of 
the pr inciples of epidemiology and preventive psychiatry to the entire 
31 
college community. 
.., 2 
A report of a symposium entitled "The Dean and the Psychiatrist",.) 
outlines some of the problems involved in this coordination, discussed by 
two deans of students and two medical directors of college health services. 
Many aspects of life in the college connnunity were vie1-red with respect to 
their possible epidemiological significance. There ·was consideration of 
such problems as conflicts between authoritarian and therapeutic approach 
to students 1 difficulties, the problem of cheating, problems of re••ards 
and punishment, disciplinary action, suspension and expulsion. Both deans 
and physicians felt joint consultation on these problems would be effec-
tive in creating a milieu conducive to mental health. 
31 Darling, C. D., op. cit. p. 170. 
32 
Hunt , Everett, et al., "The Dean and the Psychiatrist11 , Mental Hygiene, 
37:178, April, 1953. 
19 
33 Dr . Farnsvmrtli has stated the importance of the mental health :program 
in a University in improving attitudes of students and faculty toward one 
another, to avoid emotional blocks tmvard learning. 
The Committee on the College Student of the Group for the Advancement 
of Psychiatry, a'\•Tare of the "inextricable relation of thinking, feeling 
34 
and action as they function in the student" and becoming increasingly 
concerned with the effect disturbance in any one of these can effect the 
other tw"O, recommends the team a:p:proach to student :problems. 
For these relatively neiv and different tasks 
there are workers from various professions 
ivho can be of assistance, especially if they 
are permitted to imrk as members of a. team 
involving administrators, teachers, and other 
academic staff ••• the psychiatric vieivpoint is 
appropriate whenever there are human striv-
ings and rivalries vrhich must be dealt '\·lith 
in order to advance toward the objectives 
sought.35 
Study of the role of the nurse in the college health department is 
limited in the literature concerning college health :programs. A study by 
Edna !11oorhouse 
36 
in 1935 appears to have served a need for clarification 
and a statement of proposed qualifications. 
33 Farnsworth, D. L., op. cit. p. 34. 
31.~ 
Committee on the College Student of the Group for the Advancement 
of Psychiatry, op. cit. p. 9. 
35Ib"d ~ • p. 10. 
36 
M-oorhouse , Edna, "The Role of the Nurse in the College Health Program", 
Public Health N~·sing, 27:180, April, 1935. 
20 
Miss Moor house found at this time, that the roles of the nurses 
differ ed according to the degrees of medical supervision available. Hith 
the full time college physician, the nurse carried out physician's in-
str uctions for treatment, assisted the physician in routine office work 
and carried out non-professional housekeeping duties. In the second cate-
gory of health service, "Ylith a limited and/or part-time medical staff, she 
render ed first aid and did a limited amount of health teaching in addition 
to the aforementioned duties. Horking in the colleges which did not em-
ploy a physician, she served as a coordinator, sending students to private 
physicians and specialists; taught health in conf'erences and groups; con-
ferred 'Hith faculty on academic problems regarding health; and conferred 
with advisers on .the physical aspects of advisees. 
Miss Moorhouse recommended, for nurses 1-Tith teaching and counseling 
duties, a Bachelor's degree 1-Tith further work tmvard the Master's, some in 
Health Education. 
A period of five years elapsed before Fern Goulding3~ruaae a study 
of nursing services in colleges. At this time she indicated the nursing 
professions ' failure to assume professional responsibility in this field. 
She says: 
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The nursing profession has failed to teach 
college administrators and other profes-
sional people the broader aspects of the 
nursing, health education and public health 
programs. The busy administrator l¥ishes his 
students given competent care vrhen ill, but 
in many institutions \·lith proper adjustments 
in the budget and curriculum and 1¥ith ade-
Goulding, Fern, 11A study of College Nursing Services", Public Health 
Nursing, 32 : 326, May 1940. 
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quately prepared and sufficient personnel, 
a 1vider, more far reaching disease-preven-
tion program could be maintained. 
The Third National Conference on College Health in 1947, requested a 
survey of nurses in college health departments. Raidie Poole38 reported, 
in 1949, on this study 1-1hich she conducted. She confined her research to 
definition of job; qualifications; status and working conditions; remunera-
tion; and administrators point of view·. Five hundred and sixty colleges 
responded, and shm-red a \·Tide range in all the categories mentioned. The 
more highly qualified nurses 1-rere found mOre often in the smaller colleges -
(under 2000 enrollment) than in the larger institutions. 
The use of the nurse as health counselor is described by Dr . N. s. 
Hoore39 of Cornell. He reports that a nurse with "unusual training" serves 
to integrate medical and general counseling services. The medical staff 
refer to her those problems i·Thich they consider due to acaclemic or social 
causes, but l·rhich failure to resolve has caused physical symptoms. The 
general counseling staff, resident heads and other college personnel bring 
to her problems considered to be primarily medical. 
38 
Poole, Raidie, "Nursing in the College Health Program" , 1~1: 192, 
April, 1949. 
39 
Moore , N. S . and Darling, c. D., op. cit. p. 18. 
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Marie Sl·ranson40in her discussion of college nursing, in 1951, de -
scribes the nurse in the health department as a health counselor and 
health educator in addition to her routine clinic f~tnctions. She out-
lines qualifications to include, preparation in "psychology, mental health, 
public health, and teaching," in addition to "college preparation for 
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counseling comparable to that for other types of counselors ." 
Recently, in literatur e relevant to college health programs, es-
pecially in mental health, mention of the nurse has decreased as more 
interest is developing in this area. The most recent article, that by 
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Dr. Darling in Mental Hygiene for April, 19L~7 - refers only to the use 
of psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, and psychiatric social vrorker. 
BASES OF HYPO~lESES 
It is apparent that through the development of mental health facil-
ities in the Student Health services of colleges and universities, stu-
dents i·rith emotional problems tend to seek help at the Health Clinic. 
In addition, faculty and administrators tend to send stude11ts with problems 
they believe to be emotional, to the Health Clinic, for hel p. 
L~-0 
s ·m:mson, Marie, School Nursing in the Connnunity Program. p. 478-490. 
41-rh.d .,LV~ •J p . 492 • 
42 
Darling, C. D., op. cit. p . 172. 
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Discussion 1-rith nurses who have served in the position of Health 
office nurse, as "\-Tell as pe1·sonal experience in this type of position, 
lead the "\-Triter to believe that many students >-rho visit the clinic, do 
not ask overtly for help vriJch their emotional problems. These are often 
mru~ifest in psychosomatic complaints, the significance of which may be 
overlooked by a nurse vrho is not psychiatrically oriented. ·In this case, 
the student may fail to be directed to the physician or psychiatrist for 
help. 
The nurse is observed to react to the student seeking help in a ... ray 
dependent on her 01m orientation and background. It is felt by the 
m·iter that the success of this contact is due, in large measure, to the 
nur se's ability and preparation. 
HYPOTHESES 
That students ·Hith emotional problems, seek help or are directed 
to seek help, through the college health department, 
and that certain students' emotional problems may be manifest 
in physical complaints, brought to the health department, · 
and that the nurse is the person >-Tho serves as the contact of' all 
these students and channels them to some form of therapy, j_n addition to 
serving as an interim therapist in a limited v1ay, 
and that, since the nurse functions in this vray, vrhile carrying 
out her other defined functions , she needs special preparation in the 
area of PGYChiatric nursing, the behavioral sciences and the principles 
of counseling. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
METHODOLOOY 
SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 
The health department in a women 1 s college, located i.n a large New 
England city, was chosen for observation. Enrollment in the college totals 
1293, including 200 graduate students. The emphasis in tb.e philosophy of 
education is toward the "\mmanly" careers. Seven hundred students are in 
residence , the remainder commuting from surburban areas. 
The responsibility of the department includes the entire student body, 
faculty and maintenance personnel. Student health applications for ad-
mission are processed; admission health examinations conducted each fall; 
immunizations for communicable diseases administered throughout the college 
experi ence; X-rays for faculty and students arranged for , periodically; 
physica~ ·. examinations for seniors conducted; and routine clinic functions 
carried out. 
The health department director is a full-time, woman physician, 
assisted by a full-time registered nurse, a part-time nurse, and a full-time 
secretary. Consulting physicians, surgeons and a psychiatrist are em-
ployed on a part-time, appointment basis. 
The Infirmary, situated on the residential campus and staffed with 
four nurses under the direction of the health director, was not included in 
this study. 
The health office is located on the first floor of the main college 
building, and includes a small reception space, treatment room, tvro con-
sulting rooms and dressing rooms. A rest room, equipped with beds, adjoins 
the office and is available for students wishing to rest between classes. 
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The location of this health suite is convenient, yet has a certain 
amount of privacy. The office itself, although limited in size, is at-
tractively decorated, and this fact, in addition to the pleasing manner of 
the staff, helps to create an informal, receptive atmosphere. The office 
is open from eight-thirty to four-thirty, each day, Monday through Friday. 
TOOLS USED TO COLLECT DATA 
Observational 
A check list vTas prepared for use during observation (appendix I). 
Columns headed with nurse's roles, provided space for categorizing the 
function p~rformed as each student entered clinic. Roles ·were designated 
as follows: 
Technical expert. (carries out procedures, gives medication and 
treatment). 
Technical assistant. (assists the physician with examinations, pre-
paring inoculations.) 
Health educator. (interprets health concepts, toward student 
r esponsibility for ovm health.) 
Mental health counselor. (identifies emotional problems, provides 
initial opportunity for student to seek help, refers to college 
physician and psychiatrist, serves as liason between health depart -
ment and Dean's office and dormitory staff.) 
Coordinator. (arranges appointments with consultants, for X-ray and 
Laboratory examinations, checks on immunization schedule.) 
Secretary. (fills out records, writes reports.) 
The s t udent-clinic-patient column, provided for number of observation and 
presenting complaint. Some effort was made, in filling in, to combine 
certain complaints in a term covering the general area, in order to facili-
tate tabulation, for example; upper respiratory, gastro-intestinal, senior 
physical examination, inoculation, etc. Student visits were numbered con-
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secutively tbrougho~t the total observation period. 
Interview 
The questionnaire (appendix II) prepared for the scheduled interviews 
1-ras aimed tmvard: 
1. Identifying a population within the college enrollment, 
characterized by the fact that these students seek help 
for emotional problems. Further definition toward students 
seeking. help through the health department. 
2. Identifying the role of the nurse in the expectation of the 
health director. 
3. Identifying the role of the nurse as a member of ·the mental 
health team, attempting to answer the questions: 
a. Can the nurse function in this role? 
b. Does she function in this way? 
c. Does some other college staff member function 
more effectively in this way? 
d. What preparation does the nurse need to so function? 
4. Identifying the point of contact, in the college, between the 
student seeking help and the means of obtaining help. 
Spot Observation and Informal Interviews . 
The check list of nurses' roles was used in observation of other, 
supplementary settings. A note was made of students whose complaint might 
have been indicative of an emotional problem, and an attempt was made to 
identify the person in the clinic vrith whom the student made the first con-
tact. Evidence of rapport or lack of same was noted. This same framevrork 
was used for taking notes on informal interviews with students . 
The counselors 'l.vere asked only to indicate some problems of coun-
seling, outside the Student Health service. 
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PROCUREMENT OF DATA 
After selection of the health department for study, an interview with 
the Medical Director was arranged for . The writer explained briefly, the 
subject of the study, the hypothesis, and the general plan for collection 
of dat a. No formal application for permission \vas necessary as the direc-
tor and the writer >vere working together in the same institution, although 
the required agency approval was secured. 
Permission was granted with enthusiasm, and with an offer of assistance 
in any vray possible, freedom to examine the records, interview personnel, 
and observe the clinic in action at any time. A request to interview stu-
dents vras not granted in line with a college policy of protection of stu-
dents from questionnaires of any kind in the area of health. It vras deemed 
undesirable to establish a precedent. The Medical Director secured ap-
proval from the college president for the writer to carry out the study. 
Observation 
The observation periods vrere three in number, totalling thirteen hours 
and covering different days of the week, in order to embrace all routine 
activities, for example, immunization day, physical examination days, as 
well as routine clinic function days. 
A check list (appendix I), of nurses' roles >vas made and each appli-
cant at the clinic noted by a number and chief complaint, and a check was 
made in the appropriate column of nurses' roles for the function performed. 
A total of eighty observations were made and the nurse's role categorized. 
Seated in the reception section, with opportunity to observe all activities 
carried on, as w·ell as to observe all the students who entered, it -vras pos-
sible for the writer to use the check list effectively and unobtrusively. 
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Intervielv 
Informal 
Informal intervieus 1-rere held 1vi th the nurse in char ge of' the health 
department, as observations lvere done. The interim betvreen students ' 
visits was used for this purpose. In addition, certain activities and 
routines were clarified by the secretary, for example, methods of' contact-
ing students, keeping of records and handling of requested appointments. 
Two short conferences with the physician completed the informal interviei·Ts 
based on clarification of observational materia~. 
Formal 
Scheduled intervie1m vrere held with both the Medical director and 
nurse at the close of' the study. A questionnaire (appendix II) was used 
for t he interview. The same questionnaire was used in a scheduled inter-
vieu with the Dean and -vrith medical directors of three other college health 
depart ments in the metropolitan area. 
Spot Observation and Informal Interviel·rs 
In order to partially overcome the limitations of the study setting, 
i.e. the specialized nature of the education offered; the fact that the 
enrollment was exclusively (with the exception of a few graduate students) 
female; and the relatively small enrollment; supplementary short spot-
observations and the intervievrs. 1vere done in: 
1. One large coeducational university 
2 . One large coeducational university vrith a male undergraduate 
college 
3. One large coeducational college with predominantly male 
enrollment. 
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Included in this data are tvro reports of conversations I·Tith students 
at one of the large universities, relative to the observed role of the 
nurse in the health department and tvm conversations held vrith counselors 
at the same school relative to the handling of emotional problems of stu-
dents by counselors. 
In addition to the thirteen hours spent in detailed observation, eight 
hours was spent in intervie1ving personnel in the study setting including 
the Dean, and supplementar y interviewing in other institutions brought the 
total of time spent interviei·Ting to fourteen hours. 
Entire time spent in collection of data totalled tvrenty-seven hours. 
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CHA.PI'ER N 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
OBSERVATIONS Tif THE SETTING 
HITH REFERENCE TO STUDENTS EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS. 
Identification of Problems. 
For purposes of identifying emotional problems on observation, cer tain 
signs and symptoms, derived from textbooks on psychosomatic medicine, neu-
roses and emotional disorders of adolescence were used by the writer. Such 
signs and symptoms are those commonly used in psychosomatic screening tests 
L~ 3 1~4 
i.e., the Cornell Index, Littlefield's unpublished Personal Health Inven-
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tory and Kazmierc zak's report t o Lhe American School Health Association, 
in November 1956. 
Eighty observations ·were made, consisting of observations of student 
enter ing clinic office and stating complaint to nurse, and observation of 
student while being given medication, treatment or referral to physician. 
Of this number, eighteen, or tl-renty-tvro per cent, were considered to 
have some significance as emotional problems. Six requested to see the phy-
sician without further explanation of complaint. It was found on question-
ing the staff, that students with emotional problems sought help in this •·my. 
Six other students •·rer e categorized as possibly having emotional 
46 problems on the basis of what might be called hypochondria. 
43cornell Index, N.Y. The Psychological Corporation 1948. 
1~4Littlefield, Arthur, unpublished paper. 
45Kazmierczak, stella, "The Student Health Service Exhibit Demonstrating 
Health Education for All-Un,iversity Students 11 , Paper, University of 
Florida, Gainesville, 1956 , p. 7. 
46 Idem. 
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Three of these exhibited undue concern about likelihood of unpleasant 
or dangerous sequellae to routine inoculations. ~vo seemed unduly con-
cerned about v7eight, (having come to clinic on mm responsibility to check 
weight) one of these girls uas obviously overweight and student's corrversa-
tion uith nurse seemed to indicate that overeating was a problem. The 
second of the two gil~ls, ·Has average or belm·T average weight and her con-
cern seemed to be vrith avoidance of gaining. One pregnant student seemed 
over-concerned because of failure to gain weight in the previous week, in 
spite of a gastrointestinal upset, 'Hithin that period. 
Three students reported dysmenorrhea, with reference to this symptom 
as a customary condition. 
One girl reporting for routine inoculations suffered from severe 
stuttering; one girl reported much concern about acne, and another, with 
much excitement, reported an unexplained rash on her arms. These eighteen 
girls v1ere felt to fit the description of students with possible emotional 
pro~lems. 
During the same period of observation, eight routine senior physical 
examinations ·Here done by the physician. In interview·, the physician re-
ported that some of these girls have had or are having emotional problems. 
In any case, an evaluation is made by the physician at this time of this 
aspect of the students total health picture and any apparent or stated 
difficulties noted and discussed with the student in the light of her grad-
uation and subsequent entry into professional life. 
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Disposition of Problems. 
It 1vas observed that both the nurse and the secretary >-Tere ''receptive11 
in greeting students who requested :immediate appointments uith the phy-
sician . This vas particularly true when the student 1 s manner seemed to 
indicate tenseness, signs of agitation or an affect suggesting depression. 
No attempt was made to elicit details and in each case, the opportunity for 
a conference was provided quickly. No reference uas made by the staff to 
the nature of the visit \·Then the student left the consulting room. In 
some cases, a subsequent appointment was requested by the student. 
During the year, thirty-two students requested appointment with the 
college psychiatrist who spent one afternoon per 1<1eek at the college for 
this purpose. These requests vTere handled by the secretary, and sometimes 
by the nurse, and in a matter-of-fact way, recorded in the appointment book. 
On one occasion, the Dean requested, by telephone from her office, an 
appointment -vrith the college physician for a prospective student applying 
for admission as a transfer. The student was kno-vm to have emotional 
problems. It is a usual procedure in this health office, for the physician 
to int erviei·T such students -v;ho apply for transfer. The physician evaluates, 
,,Ti th the help of the student 1 s psychiatrist, the possibility of her success 
should she be accepted for transfer. 
This concludes the observations of the incidence of emotional problems 
among students in this setting and their disposition. 
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\-liTH RID"""'ERENCE TO NURSE ' S ROLE 
Identification of Nurse's Role . 
Use of the check list (appendix I) resulted in the following findings: 
Nurses Roles Observations Percentage 
Technical Expert 
Technical Assistant 
Health Educator 
54 
62 
58 
20 
21 
23 
22.6 
26.0 
24.6 
Mental Health consultant 
Coordinator 
Secretary 
8.4 
8.8 
9.6 
23ff 100.0 
It will be noted that functions within the traditional roles of the 
nurse as Technical Expert and Technical Assistant rank within the top three 
frequencies. In this setting, those of Health Educator rank high (second) 
a fact not indicated in interviei·Ts with physicians in ethel• settings, but 
substantiated in the high rank given this function by this particular 
nurse, and the director of this particular health center. 
Of particular interest to this study are the roles of Health Educator 
and Mental Health Consultant. Out of 238 observed functions of the nurse, 
t\·Tenty-five per cent shmred her to be functioning in the role of Health 
Educator and eight per cent in the role of Mental Health Consultant. 
In the former role, the following are examples of this function, i.e., 
informal health teaching. 
Advice re: rest, nutrition, medication to six 
students complaining of upper respiratory in-
fections. 
Advice re: nutrition to four students checking 
vTeight. 
Advice re: rest and nutrition to two students 
requesting vitamin pills. 
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Advice re: medication to three students com-
plaining of dysmenorrhea. 
Advice re : treatment of tvTO minor injuries. 
Advice re: rest to one complaint of headache. 
Advice re: treatment of one complaint of acne, 
one rash, and tw·o sunburn. 
Explanation of purpose and significance of rou-
tine X-ray examination in five cases. 
Explanation of inoculations, both polio and other 
routine inoculations, ·Hith regard to signs of 
"take" , time of r eading and date of further in-
oculations, ~n thirty-one cases. 
In the role of Mental Health Counselor, the nurse was seen functioning 
as follovrs: 
Evaluating students affect and need to talk 1-lith 
physician in six cases. 
Reassurin~ SDC students that might be considered 
to be overly concerned i-lith symptoms or treatment. 
Intervie1ving eight students in preparation for 
senior physical in a manner that indicated knou-
l edge of students problems, medical as well as 
emotional and indicated a friendly and sincere 
concern. 
On two occasions during observation of the clinic, the nurse spent 
twenty minutes with the physician, going over the students' room assign-
ment list, in order to assist dormitory staff in making assignments 
effectively. The nurse -;;ras able to contribute to the physician 1 s knmdedge 
of · problems that might arise in assigning certain students to double rooms, 
etc. 
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INTERVIEHS IN TEE SETTING 
HITH REFERENCE TO STUDENTS EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS. 
College Physician. 
In ans1·1er to the question of the presence of emotional problems in the 
student body, the college physician reported her feeling that the per centage 
in this college vas lower than that in larger institutions and in liberal 
arts colleges without the emphasis on the practical arts present in this 
college. Her feeling vras that decisions made vocationally before entering 
college eliminated some of the problems found in colleges in ivhich students 
are not able to make definite plans vocationally. 
She indicated that certain plans in effect in this college vTi th a vievr 
to prevention or early recognition and solution of some problems, held 
down the percentage. 
Close coordination beti·Teen Dean's office and 
Health Service starting befor e admission. 
All applications screened by physician. Stu-
dents vrith history of problems interviewed,-
their psychiatrist contacted and admission 
based on evaluation of chance of successful 
experience in college. 
Adviser-advisee system for Freshmen, making 
one person responsible for students academic 
problems for first critical year. 
Adviser of school (i.e. School of N~·sing, 
Library Science, etc.) system, after first 
year, to guide student in academic and vo-
cational plans . 
Accessibility of Dean and Dean's assistants 
· for counseling. 
Close coordination between Infirmary Nurses and 
Health Director and betiveen Dormitory staff and 
House counselors and Health service. (House 
counselor s meet at beginning of year with college 
physician and psychiatrist and maintain coopera-
tive pattern.) 
The feeling that the percentage of' students vrith emotional problems 
is loi·Ter than average is borne out in the study of' figures. Although the 
national average among colleges and universities is ten per cent, the per-
cen·tage at this college is three and eight tenths per cent. 
In reference to the disposition of' problems I·Thich come to the health 
service, seeking psychiatric help, the majority see the college psy-
chiatrist, for an average of four or five visits. A small number, about 
foUl~ per cent of those under care, have left college. A small number of 
students coming in under care continue with their private psychiatrist . A 
smaller number are referred to psychiatric clinics in the metropolitan area. 
It 1-ms felt that many students 1Yith minor problems I·Thich might come 
to the Mental Health Clinic in a larger institution are receiving adequate 
help through the college physician. 
Health Department NUl~se . 
The nurse felt that the accessibility of the college physician served 
to limit the number of students seeking psychiatric help as such. She ,,,as 
a•,rare of' certain students' need to talk 1vith the physician and made it easy 
for them to do so. She also felt the importance of' making the mechanics of' 
securing an appointment uith the psychiatrist as easy as possible for the 
student . 
Dean. 
The Dean reported close cooperation with the Health Department and her 
office's policy is to refer students to the Health director for help, 
beyond academic and social counseling. 
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HITH REFERENCE TO TEE ROLE OF THE NURSE. 
College Physician. 
In listing the roles of the nurse in the Health Department, the phy-
sician listed them in the following order of importance: 
l. Technical expert and Technical assistant 
with Mental Health Counselor a close second. 
3. Health Educator. 
l1.. Coordinator. 
5. Secretary. 
In answer to the question 11Do you feel the nurse can function as a 
member of the mental health team in a college health department, she 
a..'Ylsvrer ed, "Definitely yes. 11 Her statement of special preparation necessary 
for the nurse to function in this ·way is as follm-rs: 
1. Experience in practical aspect of nursing for 
a fe1-1 years. 
2. Experience in out-patient clinic if possible. 
3. Shared confidence with medical director re: 
students problems. 
4. "Feel" for the 1-10rk. 
Health Department Nurse. 
The Nurse listed her roles in order of importance, but felt that this 
\vas not necessarily the order in which they ranked in actual practice due 
to pressure of some duties. 
l. Mental Health Counselor 
2. Coordinator 
3. Health Educator 
l.~. Technical Assis·tant 
5. Technical Expert 
6. Secretary. 
She indicated that she felt the nurse could and did function as a mem-
ber of the mental health team, but indicated that she did not herself feel 
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adequately prepared to do so. (She is a pediatric specialist 'Hith out-
patient clinic experience and teaching experience.) 
In the setting, both physician and nurse reported that some problems 
wer e being handled by psychologists, the dean 1 s office, faculty advisers, 
and chaplains, although it was felt that all problems needing psychiatric 
help, ·Here referred to the clinic. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INTERVIEH AND SPOT OBSERVATION 
FORMAL INTERVIEI-1' HITH PHYSICIANS 
HITH REFERENCE TO EMOTIOliAL PROBLEMS OF STUDENTS. 
Interviewing the medical director and two psychiatrists in three large 
institutions indicated the follmving findings: 
Percentage of total enrollment seeking help. 
College A - 12% 
College B - 7-Pf/o 
College C - 3. 37b 
What percentage of these see the college psychiatrist? 
College A - 100% 
College B - 100](, 
College C - i~17~ 
Total number of those seeking help; correct, smaller, or much 
smaller , than number with problems. 
College A - smaller 
College B - correct 
College C - smaller. 
Does some other member of college staff function more effec-
tively in recognizing emotional problems tha11 the health 
department nurse? 
College A - Teachers, advisers, chaplains, deans 
College B - Deans 
College C - Teachers, advisers, chaplains. 
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Do all you:r: students seeking help with emotional problems do so 
through your health department? 
College A - Yes 
College B - One half 
College C -Less than one half. 
HITH REFERENCE TO ROLE OF NURSE. 
Roles of nurse in order of importance: 
Technical Expert. 
College A - 2 
College B - 2 
College C - 4 
Technical Assistant. 
All colleges - 1 
Health Educator. 
All colleges - 0 (does not so function) 
Mental Health Counselor. 
College A & B - 0 (does not so function) 
College C - 6 
Coordinator. 
College A - 3 
College B - 4 
College C -. 2 
Secretary. 
College A - 4 
Colleges B & C - 3 
Can the nurse function as a member of mental health team? 
College A - "Not here at " 
College B & C - "No" 
Connnent s re: Nurses ' role in course of intervievr. 
College A. "01.u· students are p:r:etty much male figures 
and 1vould not be inclined to confide their problems to 
a \-roman." 
College B. nyes, nurses do function in our health 
department --- - (pause) they fill syringes and so on. " 
4o 
College C. "He 1-rant nurses with good bedside nursing 
preparation >fho sees the patient in the bed as a per-
son and gives him some support". 
Question: 11Do your nurses do bedside care?" 
Ans'•Ter: "No, not in the health department. 11 
Question: 11Do they interview the students, sitting 
dmm, establishing rapport and giving support? 11 
Answer: "No, there is no need for them to do this. 
They merely send the student into the physician." 
INFORMAL INTERVIEV.J 
Hith Students 
Following are excerpts from conversations vTith two students at Uni-
versity c. with reference to their e~erience in the health department. 
Question: "How do you see the role of the nurse in this health de-
partment?'' 
Subject 1 - (Gr aduate Student - RN) 
"I would say that they all function as secretaries. 
I have been having shots for hay fever all year and 
the secretary looks up the dosage and gets them ready. 
All the nurse does is jab in the needle. 11 
Subject 2 - (Graduate Student - RN) 
"The nurses there busy themselves "'fith the secretarial 
details, in spite of the fact that they have a secre-
tary. You never feel any personal attention from the 
nurse." 
Hith counselors 
Discussion vrith the Medical director brought out the fact that while 
132 s tudents sought help >·rith emotional problems through the health de-
partment, 187 did so through counselors. Some of these are graduate stu-
dents in the school of education. Conferences are held with the college 
psychiatrist to discuss problems encountered by the counselors. This is a 
group meeting and the psychiatrist's advice to the student is directed 
through the counselor . 
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FollovTing are reports of two conversations >·rith such counselors. 
Subject 1. (Psychology instructor - graduate student) 
"I had to give up my counselees i·Thile having therapy 
myself. I had . too many problems of my own." 
Subject 2. (Physical Education teacher - graduate student) 
Reported a con:ference 1-Tith a student on a sexual problem 
in -vrhich counselor lacked the physiological knm'lledge 
to counsel 'tdthout reference to a textbook. 
SPOT OBSE..'RV ATION. 
Some observations 1·1ere made in the reception rooms of the three large 
ins·Gitutions covered i-11 the supplementary part of the study• A period of 
approximately one-half hour in each case was ppovided before the appointment 
hour :for intervie-vr. 
The :follmv-ing observations are presented. 
College A. 
All students l·rere greeted by an attractive secre-
tary -vrho established rapport quickly and arranged :for 
students to see the physicians. Each examining phy-
sician had a graduate nurse in attendance, who sat -vrith 
the patient for a considerable time, talking and :filling 
in his record. After the patient was examined, the nurse 
-vras seen to explain treatment to the student, the pby-
sicicu1 having left the room. 
College B. 
No nurses i·rere present in the reception center 
at this Health Clinic. A receptionist was the initial 
contact and during this observation, >vas talking at 
length with a student lvho had just concluded his visit 
1vith a physician upstairs. The student's conversation 
>vas emotionally charged, and he discussed many problems, 
-vrith some agitation. He received considerable non-
directive support from the receptionist. 
College c. 
Three graduat.e nurses vere in the reception office 
of this health service. Two >·rere type>v-riting, one, filing 
records. The nurse >·Tas the :first point of contact here. 
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A summary of these spot observations: 
The nurse vas seen to function in the role of Technical Assistant 
a...11.d Health Educator in the first case, although the physician who vias in-
terviewed did not feel that nurses functioned in the latter role in this 
instit ution. 
The nurse ·Has not seen in the second Health Service, but vias reported 
by the physician intervie>·red, to assist the physician in 11preparing 
syringes, for example" • 
The nurses in the third case >vere functioning in the role of Secretary 
although there 1-ras opportunity, as the initial contact, for them to es-. 
tablish rapport vrith the studentswho apply for help. 
This concludes the presentation of findings, both in the study setting 
and in the supplementary investigation of other university mental health 
facilities • 
• 
SUMMARY. 
CHAPrER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
AliD SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The data obtained from the study supported the hypothesis that a cer -
tain number of students vri th emotional problems, seek help, or are directed 
to seek help, through the college health department. It did, however, in-
dicate that help is also available in other college departments, I·Thich do 
or do not refer students to the health department for help. 
The findings suggested that some emotional problems may have been mani-
fest in physical complaints. No screening devices exist, in the settings 
studied, to indicate students with these responses, or to corre~ate them 
·with later development of overt emotional disorders. 
The findings indicated that the nurse did serve as the contact for all 
students coming to the health department in the study setting·, although the 
supplementary observations and intervievrs indicated a very brief contact, 
with little or no rapport established. It is not the expectation of medical 
directors in these institutions, that the nurse 1-Till function in this 1•my, 
although the opportunity is present. 
The hypothesis that the nurse serves to establish rapport, channel 
students to therapy and serve as an interim therapist, >·ras borne out in the 
study setting, hm·rever. That she needs special preparation was indicated 
in her mm statement and that of the director of the clinic. 
That there is a need for special preparation in psychiatric nursing is 
indicated in the need for skill in interpersonal relations in the initial 
and further contacts. Individuals needing help may communicate this need 
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in other ways than by direct request. A psychiatrically oriented nurse 
has learned the skills of interpreting the expression of patients' needs, 
even t hough this expression may be non-verbal in nature. A thorough under-
standing of causes and motives underlying emotional disturbances is indica-
ted as a prerequisite to interpretation of the concepts of dynamic psy-
chiatry to students and faculty. The findings indicate a hiatus between 
the mental health aspects of the clinic and the other counseling services , 
in the large supplementary institutions studied. Hm·rever skilled they may 
be in counseling, non-medical personnel cannot alone assess the medical as-
pects of the problems encountered. 
Skills and experience in counseling, including preparation in the 
techni ques of counselin&are indicated_as essential for nurses serving in 
the strategic position of Health Office Nurse. A cer tain amount of interim 
counse l i ng was seen necessary in the preliminary contact of the students in 
the health services studied. They did, in many instances, discuss problems 
with t he contact person v-rhile arranging for psychiatric help. During the 
course o!- their psycniatric treatment they were seen to seek reassurance 
and support from this person. 
CONCLUSIONS . 
'l'b.at the health department serves as the best source of help for stu-
dents "i·Ti th emotional problems. 
That a multidisciplinary approach is effective in caring for problems 
already in existence as ·Hell as providing a mentally healthful environment 
for students throughout the college. 
That the nurse with sufficient preparation, can, in the course of her 
other duties act in a liason capacity between the health service and the 
other college departments. 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
That psychiatrically oriented nurses be specially prepared for work 
in college and university health departments. 
That administrators of colleges and universities be made aware of 
these specially prepared nurses . 
That they be given full faculty status with salary and responsibilities 
commensurate with their preparation. 
That they be considered members of the Mental Health Team, along with 
the psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, and psychiatric social worker, in 
·Gne large institutions. In small colleges, it is recommended that they 
function as a mental health consultant and as a member o:i:" a smaller team. 
That one of the specific functions within the limits of the nurse's 
professional compet ence might ·be the screening of all students for psycho-
somatic manifestations by means of the Cornell Index or the Personal Inven-· 
tory. The latter unpublished vTOrk has been successfully used by one large 
university studied, in their counseling service. It is felt that members 
oi· the health department are in a strategic position to establish rapport 
with a student in the health clinic, and to administer this type of screen-
ing test with optimum results. 
It is further recommended that standards be set for the preparation 
of this specially qualified nurse to include not less than: 
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Basic :preparation in nursing to include wide learning 
experience, especially in :pediatrics, :psychiatry, and 
:public health clinic. Collegiate preparation through 
the Bachelor's deg~ee, :preferably the Master's pro-
gram, to include concentration in :psychiatric nursing, 
the behavioral sciences and the :principles oi· guidance 
and counseling. 
Personal characteristics such as those suggested i~ the 
report of the American Society on College Hygiene : 4 b 
a. Pleasing personality 
b . Socially acceptable to college environment 
c. Character beyond reproach 
d. Membership in proi·essional organizations 
e. Broad interests outside the :professional field 
f. Educational vieH:point 
g. An understanding of studen~s and ability to hold 
their respect ••. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR li'URTHER STUDY. 
Since this is a :pilo·t study only certain limited investigations have 
been rmdertaken. The follm-ring suggestions a r e ma<.le tor· further study: 
l. The . 1-1riter suggests a survey of college nursing services, similar 
to Fer n Goulding's in 1939 and Haidie Poole's in 191.~9, on a national ·basis. 
2 . It is suggested that study of such college health departments as 
are us ing nurses in the mental health counselor or liason role , be under-
taken. These studies 1-rould be directed tovmrd measuring the success ox· 
tnis nur sing f unction by increased numbers of students directed tmvard 
mental healt.n clinic. A second s "GuO.y of ·Ghe nu:r:se 1 s ei:t"e<.:-0iveness might 
investigate a possible decrease in attrition rates, in colleges using of 
nurses in this capacity. 
j. A s·tudy investigating the use of psychosomatic screening devices 
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menti oned heretofore by colLege health department nurses, might justify 
the inclusion of this function in the professional role of this type of 
nurse. 
4. Comparative studies of institutions of similar size and make-up 
of enrollment might be made to test the hypothesis that women students 
in colleges dedicated to the "practical arts" or the "womanly careers" 
may have less emotional problems than those in institutions s tressing 
careers in competition 1vith men. 
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APPENDIX I 
CHECK LIST - NURSES 1 ROLES 
Tech. Tech. Health M. H. No. complaint Expert Ass •t . Educ. Couns. Coor. Sec. 
; 
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APPENDIX II 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. About what percentage of your total enrollment seeks help for emo-
tional problems?-- - ----- - - - - - ------
2. Hhat percentage of these see the college psychiatrist?--------- - --- ·· ---
j. po you feel the total percentage (Question 1.) is a correct----------- 1 
smaller--------------or much smaller---------- ---indication of the per-
centage of students having emotional problems? 
4. In considering the following roles of the nurse in the college health 
department, which do you consider most important in your department? 
Indicate in order of importance, (1) most important, to (6) least im-
portant. 
---------a. Technical expert. (carries out procedures, gives medi-
cation and treatment.) 
----- ----b. Technical assistant. (assists physician with examination, 
prepares inoculations.) 
-- - ------c. Health educator. (interprets health concepts toward stu-
dent responsibility for own health.) 
---------d. Mental health counselor. (identifies emotional pro-blems, 
provides initial opportunity for student to seek help -
refers to college physician and psychiatrist, serves as 
lias on betvreen health department and dean's off' ice and 
dormitory staff'.) 
---------e. Coordinator. (arranges appointments with consultants, for 
X-ray and Laboratory examinations, checks on immunization 
schedule.) 
- - ---- -- -f'. Secretary. (fills out records, \·Trites reports.) 
5. Do you feel the nurse can function as a member of the mental health 
team in a college health department? 
6. ~That special preparation do you feel the nurse needs to function in 
this way? 
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7. Does some other member of the coll~ge staff function more effectively 
than the nurse in recognizing emotional problems in students and re-
ferring them for special therapy? 
Indicate which: 
Teachers-------------------
Faculty advisers---- - ------
Coaches--------------------
Others----- ----------------
Psychologists-----------
Chaplains-- -------------
Deans-------------------
8. Do all your students seeking help with emotional problems do so 
through your health department? 
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